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Teaser: The effects of projective measurements on the quantum mechanical
evolution of a particle can be simulated with coherent light.
Measurements on a quantum particle unavoidably affect its state, since the
otherwise unitary evolution of the system is interrupted by a non-unitary pro-
jection operation. In order to probe measurement-induced effects in the state
dynamics using a quantum simulator, the challenge is to implement controlled
measurements on a small subspace of the system and continue the evolution
from the complementary subspace. A powerful platform for versatile quan-
tum evolution is represented by photonic quantum walks due to their high con-
trol over all relevant parameters. However, measurement-induced dynamics
in such a platform have not yet been realized. Here we implement controlled
measurements in a discrete-time quantum walk based on time-multiplexing.
This is achieved by adding a deterministic out-coupling of the optical signal
to include measurements constrained to specific positions resulting in the pro-
jection of the walker’s state on the remaining ones. With this platform and
coherent input light we experimentally simulate measurement-induced single
particle quantum dynamics. We demonstrate the difference between dynam-
ics with only a single measurement at the final step and those including mea-
surements during the evolution. To this aim we study recurrence as a figure
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of merit, i.e. the return probability to the walker’s starting position, which is
measured in the two cases. We track the development of the return probability
over 36 time steps and observe the onset of both recurrent and transient evolu-
tion as an effect of the different measurement schemes, a signature which only
emerges for quantum systems. Our simulation of the observed one particle
conditional quantum dynamics does not require a genuine quantum particle
but is demonstrated with coherent light.
1 Introduction
In classical mechanics any observable can be determined at any time without influencing the
state of a particle or its future evolution. In quantum mechanics, contrarily, the measurement
has a substantial impact since it interrupts an otherwise unitary evolution of a closed quantum
system. After the measurement the state of the quantum particle is projected onto an eigenstate
of the observable according to some probability distribution, resulting in an irreversible change
often referred to as the collapse of the wave function. This characteristic is at the basis of
the quantum mechanical picture and is incorporated among the core postulates of quantum
mechanics (1, 2).
Since quantum measurements affect the wavefunction of the system, their potential goes
beyond being a tool to determine the state of the quantum particle. They can indeed be utilized
to influence the evolution of the system implementing a so-called conditional dynamics. This
feature of quantum mechanics has found applications such as fault tolerant quantum compu-
tation (3), measurement based one-way quantum computation (4), and universal probabilistic
quantum gates in linear optical quantum computation (5).
The discrete-time quantum walk (DTQW), the quantum mechanical analogue of the random
walk, is a well-established platform for the simulation of particle dynamics (6) , and has been
used as an instrument to explore the quantum advantage by transferring concepts developed in
the classical context to the quantum realm (7–23). Yet, the border between classical and quan-
tum world is not strictly set and depends on the semantic environment. A prominent example
is coherence, that denotes superpositions, which on one hand is considered to be a fundamen-
tal quantum feature, while on the other hand it is the basis for classical optics (24). Indeed,
considering a single particle system, it has been demonstrated that using coherent light is suffi-
cient to simulate arbitrary quantum states and unconditional quantum dynamics, e.g. transport
phenomena (7, 8, 10, 13, 16, 21–23) or decoherence (11–13). These experiments were possible
due to the well-established equivalence of propagation of coherent light across a linear optical
network and the dynamics of a single quantum particle (see p. 106 in (25)). Moreover, coherent
states of light can be adopted to simulate certain aspect of quantum measurements along the
same principle.
In order to enable a consistent study of the effect of quantum measurements, our present
work is centered around two observation schemes: a reset scheme with a measurement only at
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the end of the experiment, and a continual scheme where the system is subjected to measure-
ments during the entire course of the evolution. In classical mechanics the measurements can
be made non-invasively, and thus we do not expect any difference in the dynamics of the two
schemes. However, the situation for a quantum system might be radically different. Young’s
celebrated double-slit experiment with single particles can be considered as an elementary ex-
ample: observing the flashes only at the back screen corresponds to the reset scheme, while
monitoring which slit a particle has taken corresponds to the continual scheme. As it is well-
known, the presence or absence of the interference pattern depends on this choice (26, 27).
Moreover, the two schemes are closely related to the two scenarios of the Elitzur–Vaidman
bomb-testing problem (28) in which the bomb is either live or a dud.
An in-depth comparison of the two observation schemes can be made by considering the
recurrence problem of a walk, where the central question is whether the walker returns to the
origin. The probability associated to this event is called recurrence probability (29). While for
classical random walks the recurrence properties are independent of the observation scheme,
for quantum dynamics it greatly depends on it (30, 31).
In this paper we experimentally probe the difference between the continual and the reset
scheme on a quantum system by simulating the evolution of a quantum walker on a line and
study the return to the origin, i.e. the recurrence. The schematic representation of the two
situations is depicted in Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b), respectively. The walker is simulated by a coherent
light pulse and the projection operations for the continual scheme are modeled by controlled
absorptive losses that we term sinks, since they are acting as traps for the quantum walker. In
contrast to homogeneous losses, e.g. passive beam-splitter losses which affect all subspaces
identically, controlled losses may be chosen to act only on certain subspaces. In the simplest
scenario the loss may be inflicted at a single position, leaving all the other ones intact. In case
the controlled losses approach unity at the selected sites, they yield a good approximation of
a projection onto the subspace corresponding to the complement of the affected subspace. For
example, a sink placed at position zero will realize a projection onto the subspace of non-zero
positions. Consequently, introducing controlled sinks for a specific subspace while preserving
the coherence of the complementing subspace mimics the effect of the non unitary measurement
operation on a single quantum particle, which always results in the loss or survival of the particle
depending on the result of the projection. As such, sinks acting on coherent light allow for the
simulation of projective measurements. With the recurrence probability as a figure of merit
we clearly demonstrate the fundamental impact of the measurement operation on a quantum
system, resulting in two different recurrence regimes for the two observation schemes: recurrent
(30) or transient (31).
2 Results
Before turning our attention to the two different notions of recurrence and how they can be
adopted in our experimental setup to probe measurement induced effects, we briefly introduce
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discrete-time random walks and quantum walks. A random walk is a stochastic process where
the walker at every time step hops randomly between neighboring sites according to prescribed
rules. The position x of the walker on the one-dimensional lattice after t steps is a random
variable with a probability distribution p(x, t). In DTQW the walker becomes a quantum me-
chanical object which after t steps can be in a state of occupying several sites in a coherent
superposition, described by a wave function |ψ(t)〉. In the so called coined DTQW the evo-
lution of the quantum walker at every time step is described by a unitary operator Uˆ = SˆCˆ
according to
|ψ(t)〉 = Uˆ |ψ(t− 1)〉. (1)
The coin is an internal degree of freedom which sets the direction of the next hopping. The
unitary coin operator Cˆ is applied to this internal degree of freedom every time before the
hopping takes place. The hopping itself is described mathematically by a conditional shift
operator Sˆ, which moves the walker from its previous position x to the nearest neighbors x± 1
according to the internal coin state. For more details we refer the reader to the Methods section.
A common choice of the coin operator for a two-state quantum walk is given by CˆH = 1ˆ⊗ Hˆ ,
where Hˆ is the standard 2 × 2 Hadamard matrix which mimics a fair coin toss (32). In the
following we also assume this particular choice, albeit our experiment allows more generic
settings for a coin operator.
2.1 Measurement schemes and recurrence
In order to demonstrate the fundamental difference between the two observation schemes men-
tioned above, our choice of a measurement-dependent property is recurrence. In dynamical
systems, recurrence denotes the return of the system to its initial state (or very close to it).
In certain classes of Hamiltonian systems this is guaranteed by the Poincaré recurrence theo-
rem (33), in others, like classical random walks, scenarios in which the particle never returns to
its initial position can have nonzero probability.
We begin with a description of the return probability using random walks as a fundamental
model system, considering both the continual and the reset measurement schemes, and then
transfer these ideas to quantum walks.
Recurrence in random walks on lattices has been studied by G. Pólya already in 1921 (29).
In his seminal paper, Pólya investigated the events of first return of the walker to the origin of
the walk, i.e. to position x = 0. Let us denote by q(0, t) the probability that the first return
happens in step t. Events of first return are mutually exclusive and the sum
P(T ) =
T∑
t=1
q(0, t), (2)
is the probability of recurrence within the first T steps. The recurrence probability P ≡
limT→∞P(T ) is called Pólya number. A walk is called recurrent if the walker returns to the
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origin with certainty, i.e. if its Pólya number equals unity (P = 1). As shown by Pólya, unbi-
ased random walks on a line and a plane are recurrent. However, already in three-dimensional
space the random walker has a non-zero probability of never returning to the starting point, i.e.
P < 1, which is called transient.
In an experiment, Pólya’s original approach to recurrence of a random walk would corre-
spond to the continual scheme with local measurements only at the origin and the evolution
continued after the measurement. However, we can also investigate the recurrence of a random
walk in an experiment using the reset scheme (30). In such a case we consider an ensemble
of identical walkers used individually in independent trials with the same settings. In the t-th
trial we let the t-th walker evolve freely for t steps after which we observe the origin. The
probability to detect the walker in the t-th trial is given by the probability at the origin p(0, t).
Since the trials are independent, the product
∏
t (1− p(0, t)) is the probability that we do not
find the walker in position 0 at any t. The recurrence probability within the first T steps is then
defined as the probability of the complementary event, i.e. that we find the walker at the origin
in at least one of these T trials, and hence given by the formula
Pr(T ) = 1−
T∏
t=1
(1− p(0, t)) . (3)
A random walk is called recurrent in this observation scheme if P r ≡ limT→∞Pr(T ) = 1, and
transient otherwise. The property whether a random walk is recurrent turns out to be indepen-
dent of the observation scheme, i.e.
P = 1⇐⇒ P r = 1, (4)
albeit for transient random walks the actual values of the recurrence probabilitiesP andP r may
differ (34). This equivalence arises from the fact that the measurement does not change the state
of a classical walker, therefore, the dynamics of a random walk in the two schemes remains the
same (see also the Supplementary information for a concise summary). A common explanation
for this is that a classical walker has a definite position at any time step, and the probabilistic
description stems only from our lack of knowledge.
Let us now consider the same scenarios in a quantum walk. The recurrence probabilities
within the quantum mechanical picture have been previously derived in the literature both for
the continual and the reset scheme (30, 31). Interestingly, it has been found that for quantum
walks the equivalence in Eq. 4 does not hold between the two notions of recurrence. Since the
governing dynamics remains the same and the only difference between the two cases are the
observation schemes, we can attribute the change in the recurrence properties being induced by
the measurement alone. In the reset scheme (30, 34) the quantum walker undergoes uninter-
rupted unitary evolution according to the operator Uˆ (in our case a Hadamard walk) for t steps,
after which its state is described by the wave function |ψ(t)〉. Performing the measurement at
the origin yields the presence of the walker there with probability
p(0, t) = |〈0|ψ(t)〉|2. (5)
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Identically to the classical case, we use Eq. 3 to express the recurrence probability in the reset
scheme, Pr(T ). On the other hand, in the continual scheme we have to monitor the presence
of the quantum walker at the starting point x = 0 after each step. At each step we examine the
result of this measurement and continue the experiment only if the particle is not found, other-
wise we stop and proceed to the experiment with the next instance. If the walker is not found
at the origin, for the subsequent evolution we describe its state by a wave function obtained
after setting the probability amplitude at this particular position to zero while leaving all other
positions intact. This post-selection operation is mathematically described by the projection
operator Mˆ⊥0 = 1ˆ−|0〉〈0|, which is alternated with the otherwise unitary evolution of a DTQW
described by the operator Uˆ . We describe the event that the walker is found at the origin by
projecting its state onto the position eigenstate |0〉 by the operator Mˆ0 = |0〉〈0|, note however,
that the evolution is not continued any further.
Provided that it was not detected in the previous t − 1 steps, the state of the walker after t
steps of the DTQW with the continual observation at the origin is given by the conditional wave
function
|ψc(t)〉 = 1√
st−1
Uˆ (Mˆ⊥0 Uˆ)
t−1|ψ(0)〉, (6)
prior to any measurement due at step t. For convenience, we have introduced st−1 to denote
survival probability until the step t, i.e. the probability that the walker has not crossed the origin
during the first t− 1 steps (31), as
st−1 =
∥∥∥(Mˆ⊥0 Uˆ)t−1|ψ(0)〉∥∥∥2 . (7)
Besides the physical meaning, the factor also ensures proper normalization of the conditional
wave function (Eq. 6). Using |ψc(t)〉we determine the conditional probability to find the walker
at any possible position x after t steps, provided that it was not found at the origin in the previous
steps, according to the formula
pc(x, t) = |〈x|ψc(t)〉|2 . (8)
The first return probability after t steps, q(0, t), which is required to determine recurrence
in the continual scheme (see Eq. 2), can be expressed as the product of the survival probability
of Eq. 7 and the conditional probability of Eq. 8, according to the formula
q(0, t) =
∣∣∣〈0|Uˆ (Mˆ⊥0 Uˆ)t−1|ψ(0)〉∣∣∣2 = st−1 pc(0, t). (9)
By substituting q(0, t) into Eq. 2 we obtain the return probability P(T ) for the continual scheme
of a quantum walk.
The two schemes described above yield clearly different evolutions for the quantum walker,
resulting in fundamentally different recurrence properties, as shown in (31). As mentioned
above, the relation in Eq. 4 does not hold for quantum walks. The quantum walk on a line
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in the reset scheme is always recurrent (P r = 1), except for certain trivial coins, while in the
continual scheme it is always transient (P < 1). In the particular example of a one-dimensional
DTQW with the Hadamard coin the Pólya number becomes P = 2
pi
(32).
In the continual scheme the recurrence properties of the walk are determined by the survival
probabilities. In an ideal experimental implementation, the survival probability corresponds
to the success rate of the experiment, i.e. to how many walkers are detected in the tth step
when measurements are included, compared to the number of walkers at the initialization. This
establishes the equivalence between the projective measurements, {Mˆx}, and controlled losses
acting on a coherent wavefunction, which we implement experimentally by sinks. The walkers
which encounter a sink at position x, and are consequently coupled out of the walk, are the ones
that do not survive the projection operation, thus do not contribute to the survival probability
st−1. In a real experiment, it is crucial to distinguish between losses arising from the action of
the measurement, i.e. the losses introduced by the sinks, and homogeneous losses which are
due to setup imperfections and always occur in any experimental setup. These homogeneous
losses can be compensated while preserving the effect of the sinks. Thus, we are able to apply
the appropriate normalization to the wavefunction while extracting the first return probabilities
(Eq. 9) from the experimental data (more details on how these probabilities are calculated are
given in the Methods section).
2.2 Experimental Implementation
In order to experimentally demonstrate the distinction between the two measurement regimes,
we implement a time-multiplexing quantum walk setup based on a fiber loop, see Fig. 2 (10,21).
Here, a coherent laser pulse plays the role of the walker, using polarization as the coin degree of
freedom. The main principle of time-multiplexing is to translate the position degree of freedom
into the time domain by splitting up the initial pulse, routing it through fibers of different lengths
and thus introducing a well-defined delay between the contributions traveling different paths
(see Methods section for details). The different time-bins of the arrival time histogram of one
roundtrip can then be interpreted as the walker’s positions x in space. Here, we extend the
capabilities of the architecture by implementing a deterministic in- and out-coupling of the
optical signal. This is achieved by adopting two electro-optic modulators (EOMs) in the two
fiber arms which are fast enough to switch the polarization at each position individually. This
way we are able to control whether a pulse in a given time bin is fed back into the loop and
continues with the quantum walk evolution or is coupled out and routed to the measurement
unit. Such action realizes an absorbing sink at a particular position in the walk and, in addition,
allows us to observe how much light has been coupled out. By programming the switching
times of the EOMs, we can easily realize schemes with measurements at x = 0 in each step
(roundtrip), and schemes with measurements only after a particular number of steps. Let us
note that even when controlled losses were introduced to simulate measurement operations, we
were able to observe the evolution over a large number of steps (36 steps). This was made
possible by a drastic reduction of the homogeneous losses compared to previously used setups,
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by optimization of the wavelength, and by upgrading the out-coupling from probabilistic to
deterministic. In the present setup, the round trip efficiency exceeds 80 % whereas previous
results reported efficiencies in the range of 35–50 % (10, 21).
For the purposes of the reset scheme (Fig. 1 (a)), we need to measure the unconditional
probability p(0, t) according to Eq. 5. Technically speaking, this corresponds to a standard
implementation of a Hadamard DTQW (10, 13, 21), as the amplitudes of the coherent pulses
in the respective time-bins are the experimental representations of the probability amplitudes
of the walker’s wave function |ψ(t)〉. Therefore, the probability distribution p(x, t) can be
reconstructed by coupling out all light in a certain step t and determining the relative count
rates. Afterwards, the experiment is reset and the wavefunction evolves until step t+1, when it
is coupled out and measured, and so on.
In order to probe the recurrence in the continual scheme, it is the probability of the first re-
turn to the origin q(0, t) that has to be determined. A sink at the position x = 0, implemented by
deterministically coupling out all light from the corresponding time-bin, realizes the projection
operator Mˆ⊥0 of the conditional dynamics. Constantly coupling out all light at the origin before
examining a certain step t ensures that the light from the pulse which is detected at the origin in
this step has indeed reached it for the first time (see Fig. 1b).
We experimentally measure the evolution of the intensity distribution for a photonic quan-
tum walk on a line with a Hadamard coin from step 0 to step 36 for both schemes and retrieve
the unconditional and conditional probability distributions of the walker, shown in Fig. 3. Sub-
figures 3 (a) and 3 (b) show the intensity distributions in both cases for step 30. A comparison of
the two distributions for the overall time-evolution in Fig. 3 (c) and 3 (d) reveals a signature of
the conditional dynamics, implemented by the absorption at the origin, which is manifested in
a region of low intensity around x = 0 in Fig. 3 (d). From this data, we extract the conditional
and unconditional probabilities pc(0, t) and p(0, t) to find the walker at x = 0 for each step
according to equations 8 and 5, respectively, as well as the survival probability st−1 of Eq. 7.
We then calculate the two different recurrence probabilities according to formulas 2 and 3, and
present them in Fig. 4. Here, the error bars are derived from simulations where we consider
all the systematic inaccuracies of the experiment (deviations in the coin angle, non-perfect po-
larization transmission of the PBS, errors on the rotation angle of the EOMs) and retrieve the
maximum deviation we can expect from the ideal setting parameters (See Methods for details).
3 Discussion
The experimental results allow us to study the impact of measurement on the evolution of a
quantum system. Our analysis relies on the fact that the evolution of a quantum walker in a one
dimensional quantum walk can be either recurrent or transient depending on the choice of the
observation scheme. The two kinds of behaviour are clearly demonstrated in Fig. 4 where we
have plotted the recurrence probability as a function of the number of steps. While for the re-
set observation scheme the recurrence probability Pr(T ) gradually increases over the measured
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number of steps, for the continual observation scheme P(T ) quickly starts to saturate as pre-
dicted, at 2/pi within the error bars. Since for a classical walker the two observation schemes
would yield identical behaviour, the difference in the two quantum cases is the consequence
of the invasiveness of quantum measurement. This fundamental property of quantum mechan-
ics is captured in its essence by the concept of projective measurements, implemented in our
experiment by sinks. Nevertheless, we stress that our experimental results are obtained with
coherent light, proving that classical resources are sufficient to simulate single particle quantum
dynamics, including the action of projective measurements.
In conclusion, using the example of recurrence in a DTQW we have experimentally demon-
strated the fundamental difference between unitary and measurement-induced dynamics imple-
mented via the reset and the continual observation schemes. This has been made possible by
utilizing a deterministic in- and out-coupling mechanism in a fiber loop based DTQW, which
simulates the action of projective measurements in specific positions on the lattice. The replace-
ment of the probabilistic out-coupling allows maintaining a high signal to noise ratio throughout
the experiment and reaching almost 40 steps of the simulated quantum walk even in the presence
of absorbing sinks.
The realization of controlled sinks significantly enhances the capabilities of time-multiplexed
setup as a quantum simulator, pointing well beyond the investigation of recurrence in DTQW.
While in the present experiment we have implemented one sink at the position x = 0 constantly
over all steps, by reprogramming the signal, we can realize sinks at any desired positions at
any time step, even polarization sensitive. With the existing coherent light source this allows
the investigation of various types of single particle open quantum dynamics. For example by
incorporating two sinks at the edges we can simulate quantum transport on a finite line or a
ring (35). In addition, by altering the coin operator locally at individual positions (12, 21) we
can simulate quantum transport in systems of topological insulators (36) or under influence
of point defects (37), as well as spatio-temporal phase disorder (38). To address situations
with multiple particles we have to take the next experimentally challenging step and use mul-
tiple single photon input states. The presented setup has been designed to be compatible with
single photon sources and therefore is an attractive candidate to perform experiments such as
time-multiplexed boson sampling (39), and multi-walker quantum walks including conditional
measurements.
4 Materials and Methods
4.1 Quantum Walk on a Line and Recurrence
The quantum walker on a line can be in a superposition state of positions x ∈ Z and coin states
labeled by c ∈ {→,←} given by
|ψ(t)〉 =
∑
x
∑
c
ax,c(t)|x〉 ⊗ |c〉 (10)
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with time-dependent amplitudes ax,c(t) ∈ C. In analogy to its classical counterpart — the
random walk — the dynamics of the standard DTQW is given by the alternating application of
a coin toss Cˆ and a conditional shift Sˆ in space, i.e. a single step is carried out by applying the
unitary operator Uˆ = SˆCˆ according to the rule
|ψ(t+ 1)〉 = Uˆ |ψ(t)〉 = SˆCˆ|ψ(t)〉. (11)
The conditional shift operator Sˆ moves the walker on the line to the right (left) when its internal
coin state is |→〉 (|←〉)
Sˆ =
∑
x
(|x+ 1〉〈x| ⊗ |→〉〈→|+ |x− 1〉〈x| ⊗ |←〉〈←|) . (12)
In order to achieve a non-trivial evolution of the quantum walker the state of the coin is altered
by a toss prior to the conditional shift. For the coin toss we consider the commonly stud-
ied case of the Hadamard operator, which is in the standard basis of the coin space {|→〉 =
(1, 0)T , |←〉 = (0, 1)T} represented by the matrix
CˆH = 1ˆ⊗ 1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
. (13)
When discussing the recurrence of a DTQW we consider the walker starting from the posi-
tion x = 0, i.e. the initial state of the walk reads
|ψ(0)〉 = |0〉 ⊗ |φ〉, (14)
where |φ〉 is some initial state of the coin which can be an arbitrary superposition of the basis
states |→〉 and |←〉. The recurrence probability for a DTQW on a line is independent of |φ〉 in
both observation schemes (30, 31).
4.2 Experimental setup
To implement the dynamics in the two observation schemes we use our well-established time-
multiplexing quantum walk based on a fiber loop, which has proven to provide great resource
efficiency, high homogeneity and long-lasting stability against uncontrolled dephasing. Addi-
tionally it allows for a stable, coherent evolution that can be monitored over a sufficient number
of steps (10, 21). The quantum walker is simulated with a weak coherent pulse at a wavelength
of 1550 nm with its polarization representing the coin state of the walker. The initial pulse is
horizontally polarized, corresponding to the state |→〉. The step operation is implemented by
directing the light with a polarizing beam splitter (PBS 1, see Fig. 2) to two single-mode fibers
(SMF) of different length depending on its polarization. Consequently, we introduce a well-
defined delay between the two polarization components such that each position in each step is
represented by a unique arrival time signature. Contrary to the previously used setup (10, 21),
here the first polarizing beam splitter (PBS) serves for the incoupling into the setup (Port B).
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By manipulating the polarization of the pulses with two fast switching electro-optic modula-
tors (EOM) in front of PBS 2, we control whether the pulses are fed back into the loop or are
directed to the detection unit. Pulses going into port D remain in the loop and undergo the
Hadamard coin operation CˆH of Eq. 13, realized by the half-wave plate (HWP). On the other
hand, pulses directed into port C are actively coupled out and directed to the detection unit,
which corresponds to the implementation of a sink. The switching signals of both EOMs ex-
hibit a rise/fall-time of < 5 ns and can be spaced as close together as 50 ns, allowing to address
the individual position in the walk spaced by 100 ns (limited by the dead time of the detectors).
The polarization-resolving detection unit consists of a third PBS and a photon-counting appa-
ratus implemented with two superconducting nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPD) with
efficiencies of 60 % and 70 % respectively and a dead time of ≈ 100 ns.
A substantial improvement of the active in- and out-coupling over previous setups is the re-
placement of the probabilistic out-coupling —formerly realized by partially reflecting mirrors—
which was an additional source of loss in each roundtrip. The switching accuracy of the EOMs
and thus the in- and out-coupling efficiency exceeds 99 %. In combination with optimization of
the optical components for a wavelength of 1550 nm, this greatly improves the roundtrip effi-
ciency from less than 50 % in the former setup (21) to above 80 %. Since roundtrip losses cause
an exponential decay of the remaining intensity in the loop, such a significant loss reduction
leads to a much higher number of observable steps above the signal-to-noise ratio (i.e. 36 steps
even in the presence of sinks in comparison to 28 which was the record in this setup so far (12)).
Such a loss-optimized fiber loop with the highly efficient deterministic in- and out-coupling is
a well-suited platform for introducing single photon quantum input states as well.
The data presented here is obtained by combining data sets collected from measurement
runs in which the quantum walk is implemented for given numbers of steps. At the end of
each measurement run all remaining light is coupled out to the detection units, and the results
are recorded. To study the dynamics up to a large number of steps, a power level that is as
high as possible would be desirable. Practically, however, since we are using photon-counting
detection, high power levels lead to a distortion of the results due to detector saturation. This
problem can be overcome by employing two different initial power levels for measurements.
For data sets corresponding to the first 5 steps, we introduce a neutral-density filter (ND filter)
with an optical density of 8 in the input beam to guarantee reliable detection within this range.
For higher numbers of the steps, however, this level of input power yields unsatisfactory results.
To achieve sufficient visibility at higher numbers of steps, we record data sets employing ND
filters with optical densities of 7 and 6. While these powers cause the detectors to saturate
initially, we are able to resolve up to 21 and 36 steps, respectively. Restarting the experiment
with a repetition rate of 8 kHz, we use integration times of 10 seconds for steps up to 5, 60
seconds up to step 21 and 3600 seconds for steps 22 to 36. Evaluation of the results beyond
36 steps is rendered difficult by low signal to noise ratio (see Supplementary Information) and
interlacing of time-bins from consecutive round trips. This is related to the specific design of
the loop: the round trip time is around 2 µs while the separation between different time bins is
around 100 ns. After 20 steps the arrival times corresponding to different positions in the lattice
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are spread over the complete round trip time, leading to time bin interlacing for consecutive
steps. However the loop is designed such that the round trip time is not an integer multiple
of the position separation, and thus after step 20 we have interlacing time bins but no overlap
between them. From step 40 the time bins start to overlap and do not represent unique positions
in the lattice. Let us note that this limitation can be overcome by using a longer round trip time
or shorter position separations, which can be easily done by choosing suitable fiber lengths.
4.3 Calculating probabilities from experimental data
Reset scheme. In the photonic quantum walk we experimentally record intensity distributions
by measuring count rates at the photodetector. For the reset scheme we let the light make t
round trips in the loop and then measure the number of counts N(x, t) at all possible positions
x. The probabilities p(x, t) are calculated by dividing the counts at the respective positions by
the overall number of counts in the step under examination. Doing so we normalize out the
effect of the unavoidable homogeneous losses introduced by all passive optical components in
the loop. In particular, the probability at the origin at time t is given by the ratio
p(0, t) =
N(0, t)∑
y
N(y, t)
. (15)
Continual scheme. In the continual scheme we want to obtain experimentally the first return
probability after t steps q(0, t). To ensure that the pulses detected after t steps have not crossed
the origin before we implement sinks at 0 at previous times. Coupling out all light afterwards
we record count rates Nc(x, t) at every possible position x. Normalizing by the total number of
counts at step t we obtain the conditional probability
pc(x, t) =
Nc(x, t)∑
y
Nc(y, t)
.
To obtain the first return probability q(0, t) according to Eq. 9 we have to multiply pc(0, t) by
the probability st−1 that the walker has not been absorbed during the first t−1 steps and survives
until step t. Since we can assume the same homogeneous losses in both experiments (with and
without sinks), the survival probability can be calculated as
st−1 =
∑
y
Nc(y, t)∑
z
N(z, t)
.
This leads to the expression for the first return probability
q(0, t) = st−1 pc(0, t) =
Nc(0, t)∑
y
N(y, t)
. (16)
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Thus, assuming only homogeneous losses, the proper first return probabilities can be obtained
by dividing the counts at position zero from the continual scheme by the overall counts in the
reset scheme. Let us note that alternatively, the results from the reset scheme can be used to
estimate the homogeneous loss rate, and the total counts (photons detected in the “sink” and
at the final round trip) in the continual scheme used for normalization. We have analyzed the
data both ways and obtained the same first return probabilities up to errors that were markedly
smaller than the error bars (Fig. 4). This supports our homogeneous loss assumption and that
these losses are the same in the experiments on both observation schemes.
4.4 Error bars
We have identified four sources of systematic errors in our experimental setup, cf. also (21):
first, the detector and power dependent detection efficiencies, which were determined in a sep-
arate measurement; second, the different losses experienced in different paths due to dissimilar
coupling efficiencies and path geometries, which are estimated in an independent measurement
with an accuracy of ±1%; third, the exact angle of the coin HWP which can only be deter-
mined up to an error of ±0.15◦; fourth, the switching accuracy of the EOMs which results in a
possible residual transmission of the sinks of 1 %. As input parameters for our simulations we
consider the measured values and the estimated error ranges. We take as reference the output
distribution simulated with the measured parameters. We then run simulations considering all
the possible combinations of parameters with maximal error. We finally take as error bar the
largest deviation of these simulations from the reference output. Errors coming from Poisso-
nian statistics, scaling with the square root of the number of click events, are also evaluated
however they are a minor contribution compared to the systematic deviation and as such do not
contribute significantly to the error bars in Fig. 4.
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Figure 1: Schemes illustrating the quantum walk implementation of the reset scheme (a) and
the continual scheme with the sinks at x = 0, denoted by black holes (b), both exemplary for
a measurement in step 6. Each grey diamond corresponds to the application of the Hadamard
coin, followed by the spatial shift.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the experimental setup of the time-multiplexed quantum walk with
active in- and out-coupling realized by two electro-optic modulators (EOMs), see Methods
section for details. The active control of the switches allow us to implement in the time domain
both the continual and reset schemes, physically equivalent to the spatial representations in
Figure 1 in one setup.
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Figure 3: Upper half: Upper half: Intensity distribution in step 30 for the reset scheme (a) and
the continual scheme (b). Horizontally-polarized light is represented by the orange (experimen-
tal data) and the red (numerical data) bar charts, while vertically-polarized light is depicted by
the light blue (exp. data) and the dark blue (num. data) bar charts. The errors bars are omitted
for clarity (for error analysis see Methods Section). Lower half: Evolution of the experimen-
tally observed intensity distribution over the positions as the walk evolves from step 0 to step
36 in a chessboard diagram with a logarithmic color scale: (c) shows the unitary evolution free
of measurements for the reset scheme and (d) conditional evolution with the sinks for the con-
tinual scheme. Note that in this last case we expect a symmetric distribution with respect to the
origin and the remaining asymmetry is due to experimental imperfections in the coin realization
and coupling efficiencies for the two polarizations (for a detailed analysis of the experimental
inaccuracies see Methods section).
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Figure 4: The experimental results for recurrence probabilities in the reset scheme Pr(T ) (red
symbols) and the continual scheme P(T ) (blue symbols). The dashed lines give the numerical
values that are to be expected from a numerical simulation of the experiment. The overall
deviation between experimental and numerical values in the continual scheme is mainly defined
by the deviation in step 4, as the contributions of later steps to the sum are small in comparison
to the first 4 steps. For the error analysis please refer to Methods.
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Supplementary material
Recurrence in classical random walks
We dedicate this section to providing a concise summary on recurrence of classical random
walks on infinite lattices. We start with the approach considered by Pólya (29) who investigated
recurrence by analyzing the first return probabilities q(0, t). In our terminology, this corre-
sponds to the continual scheme where the starting point of the walk is searched for the presence
of the walker after each step. The probability that the walker ever returns to the starting point
of the walk (Pólya number P ) can be written in the form
P = lim
T→∞
T∑
t=1
q(0, t). (17)
However, the Pólya number Eq. 17 can be expressed in terms of the probability of finding
the particle at the origin after t steps of the walk p(0, t), where we do not impose additional
assumptions on the past of the walker. Indeed, in random walks there is a simple relation
between the first return probability q(0, t) and the probability at the origin p(0, t), which leads
to an alternative expression for the Pólya number in the form (40)
P = 1− 1∞∑
t=1
p(0, t)
. (18)
This expression is useful for determining the recurrence nature of a random walk. Indeed, P
equals 1 if and only if the series
∞∑
t=1
p(0, t) is divergent, which in turn depends on the asymptotic
behavior of p(0, t) as t tends to infinity. For unbiased random walks on d-dimensional integer
lattices we find that p(0, t) ∝ t− d2 , which implies that random walks on a line (d = 1) and a
plane (d = 2) are recurrent (P = 1), while for d ≥ 3 the random walks are transient (P < 1).
If we investigate the recurrence of a random walk in the reset scheme then the recurrence
probability is given by a different formula, namely
P r = 1−
∞∏
t=1
(1− p(0, t)). (19)
Nevertheless, it is straightforward to show (34) that the product in Eq. 19 vanishes if and only
if the series in Eq. 18 is divergent. Hence, for random walks the equivalence
P = 1⇐⇒ P r = 1,
holds. However, the equivalence is broken for quantum walks, as was shown theoretically
in (31) and as we have demonstrated experimentally in the present paper. Indeed, due to the
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influence of measurements on the evolution of a quantum system the relation between the first
return probability q(0, t) and the probability at the origin p(0, t) does not hold for DTQWs.
Hence, when evaluating the recurrence probability of a DTQW in the continual scheme the
Eq. 18 does not apply and we have to use the Eq. 17.
Signal to noise ratio
In the following section we will discuss the influence of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) on our
experimental data which is the limiting factor to the maximum number of steps. Since every
real detector suffers from dark counts we have to subtract them from the measured signal. In
the analysis we have considered uniformly distributed noise which we have evaluated in an
independent measurement. However, for the last steps the interlacing of time bins increases the
noise background due to after-pulsing of the detectors. Since the shape of the afterpulses is
broad and they have a fat tail, they may leak into the time window of the consecutive pulse and
alter the background. This background is highly correlated with the peak height of the previous
pulse. When interlaced pulses occur in between the pulses under consideration for a particular
step, their afterpulsing can affect the noise background in a non trivial way. We were able to
correctly extract the signal counts up to step 36 even in the presence of the mentioned noise
floor, while from step 38 this fails. To confirm this we have analyzed the SNR and plotted the
values of it for each step as shown in Fig. SI.1.
To calculate the SNR we first sum up the overall counts of a pulse train belonging to a spe-
cific step taken in 4.8 ns windows centred around the expected arrival time of each pulse. This
sum is divided by the noise contributions in windows of the same length close, but not overlap-
ping with the signal windows, which contains a comparable strong influence of the afterpulsing.
We observe that until step 36 the SNR is sufficiently high for reliable data extraction.
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Figure SI.1: Signal to noise ratio of the experimental data. The green symbols refer to the SNR
of the reset scheme measurements, while the orange ones correspond to the continual scheme.
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